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I write this as we just finished one of the most unique election seasons any of us have ever seen. I think most can
agree that we are just glad it’s over! No more political ads
at least, right? It will be interesting to see how the new administration handles the major issues that will affect agriculture, including a new farm bill scheduled to be passed in
2018 as well as trade issues. The next few months should provide some insight into the direction we might take based upon major appointments connected to agriculture.
From all accounts, harvest in our region is mostly complete and we again
produced a large crop, both locally and nationwide. Unfortunately, this has
put more downward pressure on most commodity prices or has certainly
kept them stagnant. Tight margins will continue to be a major challenge on
the farm for the foreseeable future.
I hope you all have a safe and joyous holiday season!
Sincerely,

Mike Scherer—President, Ag Risk Solutions
mikescherer@ag-risk-solutions.com

IMPORTANT!

GRASS BREAKING

IMPORTANT!

If you will be breaking any ground out of grass and planting it to an insurable crop this spring, notify your Service Rep immediately! In many cases
we must submit a request for insurability on these acres prior to MARCH
15! Also, you will have to use a different process to establish an Approved
Yield on land being broken out of grass, which could have a dramatic impact on the amount of coverage you will have on these acres. Contact us
immediately if you will be tearing out any grass!!!

LOSS NOTIFICATION
As you finish up harvest, if you suspect a loss on any unit or crop, contact
your Service Representative immediately! We must have claims turned in
within 72 hours of the completion of harvest on the unit for them to be
considered timely. Claims that are not turned in timely can take much
longer to be finalized and paid. Payment could also be denied completely.
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2016 SPRING REVENUE PROTECTION HARVEST PRICES
CORN:
Base Price: $3.86

Harvest Price: $3.49

The Harvest Price on corn came in lower than the Base Price, which effectively increases your guaranteed yield. Your corn yield guarantee will be
increased by about 10.6%. You can calculate your new guaranteed yield
using the following formula:
Approved Yield x Coverage Level x 1.106

GRAIN SORGHUM:
Base Price: $3.72

Harvest Price: $3.37

The Harvest Price on grain sorghum came in lower than the Base Price,
which effectively increases your guaranteed yield. Your grain sorghum
yield guarantee will be increased by about 10.4%. You can calculate your
new guaranteed yield using the following formula:
Approved Yield x Coverage Level x 1.104

SOYBEANS:
Base Price: $8.85

Harvest Price: $9.75

Since the Harvest Price on soybeans came in higher than the Base Price
your yield guarantee will not change. However, if you are short of your
yield guarantee, you now be paid $9.75 for each bushel you are short.

If you think you may be close to a revenue claim on any crops, contact
your Service Rep immediately.

For more information go to: www.ag-risk-solutions.com/harvestprices

www.ag-risk-solutions.com
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FINANCIAL STRESS
It will come as no surprise to anyone reading this that 2017 profit projections
for grain production look concerning. However, when compared to this time
last year, it’s not all horrible news. New crop corn prices are basically flat
compared to 12 months ago, new crop soybean prices are up about $1.00,
while wheat prices are down about 50 cents. The challenge though is that
while profit margins may not be catastrophic compared to historical returns,
they are drastically lower than what we experienced for several years in the
recent past. Many farm operations made long-term financial commitments or
changed their standard of living during those good times and now find themselves trying to make difficult adjustments to this new reality. It is also important to note that not all farm operations have the same story. This is perhaps no better illustrated than in the chart below:

More Info at: http://www.agmanager.info/finpack/financial-benchmarking-tool

This chart shows the distribution of Current Ratios for all farms within the
Kansas Farm Management Association. Current Ratio is calculated as Current
Assets (Cash plus assets to be sold within one year) divided by Current Liabilities (debt payments due within one year). Current Ratio measures liquidity
and repayment capacity. The higher this ratio is, the better. If a business has
no debt this ratio will essentially equal infinity. A few observations when looking at this data:
UNEVEN DISTRIBUTION: You can see from this chart that not all farmers are
in the same situation. We see a large group of farm operations with a Current
Ratio between 1.0 and 2.5. This is a pretty “normal” range for this ratio. (cont)
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FINANCIAL STRESS (cont)
However, we see a very large group of farm operations with a Current Ratio greater than 4.0. No doubt many operations in this group have zero
debt or very close to that. So, this leads me to believe we have two very
distinct groups of farmers out there. Some with “normal” liquidity and a
large group with excellent liquidity. These two groups will find themselves
in drastically different situations when it comes to trying to manage thin
margins in the short-term future.
TREND: The blue area in this chart shows the distribution of Current Ratios for operations when averaging their Current Ratios over the past 10
years. The orange line shows that distribution for 2015 only. You can see
that this ratio is trending pretty strongly to the left (getting worse). Much
fewer operations now have a Current Ratio between 1.5 and 3.5 while
many more operations have a Current Ratio lower than 1.5. Reminder: a
Current Ratio of 1.0 means you have just enough Current Assets to meet
your loan payments for the next year. This is a concerning trend that, if it
continues, will push more operations into financial hardships, having difficulty meeting short-term debt obligations. More farm operations will likely
be forced to restructure short-term debt into long-term debt and provide
more hard assets (land) as collateral in the process. Even this solution is
really a bit of a “Band-Aid”. It will address the short-term liquidity issue,
but tighter margins will continue to create difficulty in meeting those debt
obligations while trying to continue to invest in upgrading operational assets like machinery. If profit margins should happen to further erode, many
of these operations could be forced out of business depending upon how
the rest of the balance sheet looks.
As you look at the financial health of your business, if you see potential
concerns, I would strongly encourage you to find the time to sit down with
your trusted business partners (lender, crop insurance agent, etc.) and get
their input on how best to address these issues. Keeping this information
private will not make the problems go away.
If you don’t have consultants with whom you feel comfortable discussing
these issues, I would encourage you to reach out to someone like K-State
and utilize the resources they have available to help producers through
these types of issues.
www.ag-risk-solutions.com
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RECORD KEEPING
If you are reading this, I assume you decided to
farm because you love doing paperwork and
organizing records, right? No? Alright, maybe
we’re not surprised by that! As you know, crop
insurance involves a great deal of record keeping. Each year our clients must submit their
crop yields to us so we can report them on their policies. These records are
also subject to potential audits that can be triggered in a number of ways.
Over the years, we have built a system to help our clients do a better job of
assembling and maintaining these records. Our experience has been that
when one of our clients is forced to complete an audit, the records we have
helped to create and maintain make the process much smoother for them.
They spend less of their valuable time dealing with the audit and it rarely results in any delay of claim payments. In contrast, we hear horror stories of
other producers forced to spend hours compiling records and often spend
months waiting for their claim payment. We find that unacceptable.
Below and on the opposite page you will see a few examples of how our Production Record Booklet looks. If you think this could be valuable to your operation, please contact your local Ag Risk Rep.
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Learn more at: www.ag-risk-solutions.com/RecordKeeping

UPCOMING EVENTS
K-State Research & Extension is hosting eight seminars across the state
entitled “Top 10 Considerations to Navigate a Struggling Farm Economy”.
The first event is in Olathe, KS on December 7th. Other locations include
Parsons, Salina, Topeka, Hays, Dodge City, Colby, and El Dorado.
We would strongly recommend you attend one of these seminars. More
information can be found at:
http://www.agmanager.info/events/top-10-considerations-navigatestruggling-farm-economy
www.ag-risk-solutions.com
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